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These are the thoughts and feelings of two people who have 
experienced traumatic incidents.  
“I feel terrible, very restless and irritable. This is not like me at all. The 
car crash happened six months ago but I still can’t feel safe in a car, I 
feel so fearful I avoid travel wherever possible. Pictures of the accident 
come flashing into my mind, they won’t go away and even at night my 
dreams are more like nightmares with scenes of the crash happening 
again and again…..I’m exhausted by it”  
“My whole view of life has changed, I keep thinking why us? I feel very 
guilty thinking that I could have done more to save my friend who died at 
Hillsborough. I relive the experience all the time, I keep thinking “if only I 
had done this”, “if only I had done that”…., I am very low and depressed 
some of the time …,I think I could have died….,I feel guilty I survived 
and he didn’t…, I can’t think of a brighter future…., I feel helpless, I feel 
alone in my thoughts and isolated because of the magnitude of what I 
survived and witnessed. I replay that day over and over again in my 
mind and in my sleep, flashbacks violently waking me from my slumber. 
I’ve spent two thirds of my life living with this pain and guilt….”  
If you have ever suffered from a traumatic experience yourself you may 
have had similar feelings.  
This booklet is written with guidance from psychologists, with input from 
survivors, and aims to help you cope.  
 
What is a traumatic incident?  
A traumatic incident can be anything that is out of the ordinary range of 
daily events and is deeply distressing to someone.  
Many things can have this impact it could be a fire, an accident, a 
robbery or burglary, an attack, being a witness to a traumatic event such 
as a death. It can be large scale such as a major disaster involving many 
people, like Hillsborough or a personal event involving yourself, friends 
or family members.  



 

How do people react after a traumatic incident?  
The following are some of the reactions you may experience after a 
traumatic event. In general people’s reactions will fall into the following 
groups:  

 Re-experiencing the trauma in your mind.  
 Avoiding things to do with or related to the trauma.  
 Feeling more tense, irritable or over-alert than usual.  
 Feeling depressed, crying, anxiety, panic attacks.  

 
It may help you to check to see if you are experiencing any of these 
symptoms.  
 
Re-experiencing the trauma in your mind  

 Having unwanted pictures or images of the trauma (often called 
flashbacks) coming into your mind.  

 Having upsetting dreams about the trauma or dreams about other 
things that frighten you.  

 Feeling that the trauma is happening again - strong sensations of 
reliving the trauma.  

 Feeling very distressed at coming across situations or feelings that 
remind you of the trauma.  

 Experiencing distressing physical reactions, e.g. heart beating faster, 
dizziness etc. when you are faced with memories of the trauma or 
situations that remind you of it.  
 
Avoiding things related to the trauma and numbing.  

 Trying to avoid thoughts, feelings and conversations about the trauma.  
 Avoiding activities, places or people that remind you of the trauma.  
 Being unable to remember things about the trauma.  
 Losing interest in life, feeling detached from others or not having your 

usual feelings.  
 Not feeling you will have a normal future—you may feel as though you 

are “ living on borrowed time”.  
 
Feeling more tense and irritable than usual.  

 Feeling angry or irritable.  
 Not being able to concentrate.  
 Finding it difficult to fall asleep.  
 Feeling over-alert all the time and easily startled.  

 
 



Post-traumatic stress reactions can affect you in at least four different 
ways:  

 How you feel.  
 The way you think.  
 The way your body works.  
 The way you behave.  

 
It may help you understand how you are feeling by placing a tick next to 
those symptoms you experience regularly:  
 
How do you feel?  

 Anxious, nervous, worried, frightened.  
 Feeling something dreadful is going to happen.  
 Tense, uptight, on edge, unsettled.  
 Unreal, strange, woozy, detached.  
 Depressed, low, at a loss.  
 Feeling angry.  

 
What happens to your body?  

 Heart races and pounds.  
 Chest feels tight.  
 Muscles are tense/stiff.  
 Feel tired/exhausted.  
 Body aching.  
 Feel dizzy, light headed.  
 Feel panicky.  
 Cry.  
 Stomach churning.  

 
How do you think?  

 Worrying constantly  
 Can’t concentrate.  
 Experience flashbacks—pictures of the trauma coming into your mind.  
 Blame yourself for all or part of the trauma.  
 Unable to make a decision.  
 Feeling regret, shame or bitterness.  
 Thoughts racing.  
 Feel jumpy or restless.  
 Have sleep problems/nightmares.  
 Easily startled.  

 
 
 



What you do  
 Pace up and down.  
 Avoid things that remind you of the trauma.  
 Can’t sit and relax.  
 Avoid people.  
 Avoid being alone.  
 Are snappy and irritable.  
 Spoil relationships.  
 Drink/smoke more.  
 Depend on others too much.  

 
Common thoughts  

“it was my fault”.  
“I'm cracking up”.  
“I'm going to have a heart attack”.  
“it's controlling me”.  
“I can't cope”.  
“I should have died”.  
“I feel so guilty”.  
“Why did it have to happen?”.  
“I can't see the point anymore”.  
“I should've done more to help”.  
 
Why do we react so strongly to trauma?  
There are many reasons why trauma leaves such a strong impact on us 
emotionally.  
Firstly it often shatters the basic beliefs we have about life; that life is 
fairly safe and secure, that life for us has particular form, meaning and 
purpose. It may be that the image that we have of ourselves is 
shattered, we may have responded differently in the crisis from how we 
expected or wanted to behave. We may have been unable to respond 
due to the type of trauma experienced, such as being trapped or 
paralised unable to move or react other than to ride it out, thus extending 
the traumatic experience.  
Secondly, trauma usually occurs suddenly and without warning. We 
have no time to adjust to this new experience. It will usually be outside 
our normal range of experience and we are faced with not knowing what 
to do or how to behave in response to this trauma. You may have felt 
you were going to die, people around you may have died or dying, you 
are shocked. In the face of this danger your mind holds on to the 
memory of the trauma very strongly, probably as a natural form of self-
protection to ensure you never get into that situation again.  



The results of this, is that you are left with the post-traumatic reactions 
described above.  
 
What can I do to help myself overcome the trauma?  
t is important to understand that the reactions you are experiencing are 
very common following trauma, they are not a sign of “weakness” or 
“cracking up”. The following suggestions may help you begin to cope 
with the post-traumatic reactions.  
 

Things that we describe which may help you are:  
 Making sense of the trauma  
 Dealing with flashbacks and nightmares  
 Overcoming tension, irritability and anger  
 Overcoming avoidance  
 Overcoming low mood.  

 
Making sense of the trauma  
Try and find out as much as you can about what really happened. This 
will allow you to piece together a picture and understanding of the event 
more clearly, This can help you in your recovery.  
If others were involved, talk to them and ask them their views of events. 
Other victims, helpers from the rescue service, passers by or witnesses, 
may all be people who could help you gain a broader view of what 
happened. The rescue services are usually happy to help in these 
circumstances, but in some extreme circumstances they could be to 
blame for, or responsible for your trauma through lack of responsibility of 
care.  
It may help you to think it through with other people, especially those 
who've experienced the same trauma as yourself whether that be at the 
same time, together, or whether they have experienced a similar or 
same traumatic event as yourself at a different time. You may feel the 
trauma has altered your whole view of life, it is helpful to try and clarify 
how you now feel and talking can help you do this.  
Some people talk to a friend, family member or partner; others talk to 
people whom have experienced similar traumatic events or in extreme 
situations like a large scale disaster, some people take comfort from 
talking to people who have survived just like them, sharing with 
someone who has lived through the same traumatic event can help you 
greatly in understanding your own feelings as you realise you're not 
alone in how you may feel or behave. Others have found that it helps 
write down their feelings and about what they've experienced.  



Try to spend a few minutes thinking of ways that you may be able to 
make sense of what you have been through. Try and jot down some 
ideas:  
People to speak to in order to find out more.  
People to talk it over with.  
Things you may do yourself, e.g. write down your experiences.  
....................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................
.............................. 
 

Flashbacks and nightmares  
Many people try to put the experience of trauma behind them by 
attempting not to think of it. Although this may seem a natural thing to 
do, it does not always help them to overcome the problem. People may 
find that they continue to be troubled by intrusive unwanted pictures of 
the trauma in their mind (flashbacks) and by unpleasant dreams or 
nightmares related to the trauma.  
One of the best approaches which has been found to reduce flashbacks 
and nightmares it to make time each day for reviewing and going over 
the unpleasant memories or nightmares.  
Many people have found that putting 20 minutes aside to calmly think 
over, talk over or jot down notes on the trauma, that their unwanted 
flashbacks and nightmares will gradually become less powerful and less 
frequent. If you have nightmares, it may help to do this soon before you 
go to bed. This process can allow you to regain some control over these 
thoughts rather than them intruding upon or controlling you. It is 
important to try and remember to focus on some of the positive parts of 
your current situation when looking back over the trauma you have 
experienced, also try and focus on positive parts of your situation prior to 
the trauma.  
Try the following approaches:  
1. Write down details of the flashbacks or nightmares you experience.  
…................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................



....................................................................................................................

........................................  
2. Find a time of day when you could think over what has happened. 
This should be in a safe calm environment.  
…................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................
................................................  
3. Think of some positive things about your current situation: for 
example, “I survived it and I'm still here”, “I have good friends to support 
me”, “I can now begin to plan for a new future”.  
…................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................
.....................................  
 
Overcoming tension, irritability and anger  
Tension, irratibility and anger are common aspects of a post-traumatic 
reaction. There may be physical symptoms too including breathlessness, 
heart racing, over-breathing, dizziness and muscle tension. Try the 
following ways of reducing physical symptoms.  
In order to reduce the severity of physical symptoms it is useful to “nip 
them in the bud”, by recognising the early signs of tension.  
Once you have noticed early signs of tension you can prevent anxiety 
becoming too severe by using relaxation techniques. Some people can 
relax through exercise, listening to music, watching TV, or reading a 
book.  
For others it is more helpful to have a set of exercises to follow, Some 
people might find relaxation or yoga classes most helpful, others find 
CD's useful. You may be able to obtain a relaxation CD from your GP or 
local library, and there is a wider variety and number of relaxation CD's 
available in shops or online.  



Relaxation is a skill like any other which needs to be learned, and takes 
time. The following exercise teaches deep muscle relaxation, and many 
people find it very helpful in reducing overall levels of tension and 
anxiety.  
 
Deep muscle relaxation – it is helpful to read the instructions first and 
eventually to learn them. Start by selecting a quiet, warm, comfortable 
place where you won't be disturbed. Choose a time of day when you feel 
most relaxed to begin with. Lie down, get comfortable, close your eyes. 
Concentrate on your breathing for a few minutes, breathing slowly and 
calmly: in two-three and out, two-three. Say the words “calm” or “relax” 
to yourself, as you breathe out.   
 

The relaxation exercise takes you through different muscle groups, 
teaching you firstly to tense, then relax. Starting with your hands, clench 
one tightly. Think about the tension this produces in the muscles of your 
hand and forearm.  
Study the tension for a few seconds and then relax your hand. Notice 
the difference between the tension and the relaxation. You might feel a 
slight tingling, this is the relaxation beginning to develop.  
Do the same with the other hand.  
Each time you relax a group of muscles think how they feel when they're 
relaxed. Don't try to relax, just let go of the tension. Allow your muscles 
to relax as much as you can. Think about the difference in the way they 
feel when they're relaxed and when they're tense. Now do the same for 
the other muscles of your body.  
Each time tense them for a few seconds and then relax. Study the way 
they feel and then let go of the tension in them.  
It is useful to stick to the same order as you work through the muscle 
groups.  
 

 Hands – clench fist, then relax.  
 

 Arms – bend your elbows and tense your arms. Feel the tension, 
especially in your upper arms. Remember, do this for a few seconds and 
then relax.  
 

 Neck – press your head back and roll it from side to side slowly. Feel 
how the tension moves. Then bring your head forward into a comfortable 
position.  
 

 Face – there are several muscles here, but it is enough to think about 
your forehead and jaw. First lower your eyebrows in a frown. Relax your 



forehead. You can also raise your eyebrows, and then relax. Now, 
clench your jaw, notice the difference when you relax.  
 

 Chest – take a deep breath, hold it for a few seconds, notice the 
tension, then relax. Let your breathing return to normal.  
 

 Stomach – tense your stomach muscles as tightly as you can and 
relax.  
 

 Buttocks – squeeze your buttocks together, and relax.  
 

 Legs – straighten your legs and bend your feet towards your face. 
Finish by wiggling your toes.  
 
You may find it helpful to get a friend/partner to read the instructions to 
you. Don't try too hard, just let it happen.  
To make best use of relaxation you need to:  

 Practice daily.  
 Start to use relaxation in everyday situations.  
 Learn to relax without having to tense muscles.  
 Use parts of the relaxation to help in difficult situations, e.g. breathing 

slowly.  
 Develop a more relaxed lifestyle.  

 
This relaxation exercise may be available on CD from your GP or 
Community Mental Health Service.  
Remember, relaxation is a skill like any other and takes time to learn. 
Keep a note of how anxious you feel before and after relaxation, rating 
your anxiety between 1-10.  
 
Controlled breathing  
Over-breathing is very common when someone becomes anxious, angry 
or irritable. This means that changes occur in their breathing. They can 
begin to gulp air, thinking that they are going to suffocate, or can begin 
to breathe really quickly. This has the effect of making them feel dizzy 
and therefore more anxious.  
Try to recognise if you are doing this and slow your breathing down. 
Getting into a regular rhythm of “in two-three and out two-three” will soon 
return your breathing to normal. Some people find it helpful to use the 
second hand of a clock or watch to time their breathing. Other people 
have found breathing into a paper bag or cupped hands helpful. For this 
to work you must cover your nose and mouth.  



It takes at least three minutes of slow breathing or breathing into a bag 
for your breathing to return to normal.  
 
Distraction  
If you take your mind off your symptoms you will find that the symptoms 
often disappear. Try to look around you. Study things in detail, 
registration numbers, what sort of shoes people are wearing, 
conversations, music. Again, you need to distract yourself for at least 
three minutes before symptoms will begin to reduce.  
Whilst relaxation, breathing exercises and distraction techniques can 
help reduce anxiety it is vitally important to realise that anxiety is not 
harmful or dangerous. Even if we did not use these techniques, nothing 
awful would happen. techniques can help reduce this discomfort.  
 

Anxiety cannot harm us, but it can be very uncomfortable. These 
techniques can help reduce this discomfort.  
 
Anger  
It may be worth talking over your feelings of anger with those around 
you. Your anger is not really directed at them but may at times be “taken 
out” on those closest to you. Let them know that the anger is because of 
what you have been through. Ask for their patience until the anger and 
irritability passes, tell them not to “take it personally”.  
 
Overcoming avoidance  
Avoidance following a traumatic experience can take many forms. It can 
involve avoiding talking about the trauma, avoiding about becoming 
upset about the trauma. It can also mean you avoid anything, anyone, or 
any situation that reminds you of the trauma; such as crowded and noisy 
places, confined places, even people who may have been through the 
trauma with you. The avoidance prevents you from “moving on” from the 
traumatic event and in some cases it can prevent you getting on with 
your life in a normal way.  
Try to recognise the things you are avoiding, it may help to write them 
down:  
…................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................



....................................................................................................................

....................................................................................................................

....................................................................................................................

.......................................................  
Set yourself very small goals to tackle these fears. We call this an 
“anxiety ladder”. Those situations that we only fear a little are at the 
bottom and our worst feared situations are at the top.  
 

It may help to look at this example.  
Ian was caught up in the pen 3 and pen 4 crush of the Leppings lane 
terrace at the Hillsborough stadium disaster. He can no longer be in 
confined or crowded public spaces, he avoids going to football matches 
and even watching football on television, reading the newspapers and 
watching television reports about the disaster; he also avoids being 
around people connected with the disaster so as to not have to talk 
about it.  
Ian has made up the following anxiety ladder.  
Least feared  
Looking at newspaper reports of the disaster.  
Watching the evening news on television.  
Watching a football match on the television.  
Being in crowded, noisy or confined public places.  
Talking to people associated with or who also survived the disaster.  
Going to a football match at Anfield  
Returning to the Hillsborough Stadium.  
 
Most feared.  
Ian began with step 1 and gradually worked towards step 7. He found 
that his anxiety gradually reduced as he tackled each new step and he 
began to overcome his avoidance.  
It may help to try and make your own anxiety ladder.  
1. …..........................................................................................................  

2. ………………………………………………………………………………..  

3. ………………………………………………………………………………..  

4. ………………………………………………………………………………..  

5. ………………………………………………………………………………..  

6. ………………………………………………………………………………..  

7. ………………………………………………………………………………..  

8. ………………………………………………………………………………..  

9. ………………………………………………………………………………..  

10. ………………………………………………………………………………..  



Remember you may feel anxious at first, but if you are able to stay in the 
feared situation you will gradually begin to feel calmer. It is important not 
to leave the feared situation until you feel calm.  
 
Overcoming low mood  
People often experience low mood following trauma. This can 
sometimes give rise to feelings of low self-worth, reduced confidence, 
helplessness and guilt.  
It is important not to let any gloomy or negative thoughts go 
unchallenged. Following trauma people tend to think and expect the 
worst of themselves, their life and the future. Don't just accept these 
thoughts.  
Try to:  
Identify when your mood is very low.  
Jot down the unpleasant thoughts you are having during that time.  
Try and counter these thoughts by writing down arguments against 
them. Imagine what you would say to friends if they had such negative 
thoughts about themselves. This is particularly important if you are 
feeling guilt.  
It may help to keep a diary of things you have enjoyed or achieved 
during the week. This can help you to concentrate on the good things 
rather than the bad things in your life.  
 
Do something active  
Physical activity is particularly helpful. Walk, run, cycle, skip; anything 
which begins to increase your activity can help to improve how you feel. 
Plan 15 or 20 minutes of activity every day or every other day to begin 
with. This kind of physical activity can actually begin to make you feel 
less tired, and can lift your mood.  
Find something that interests you and spend some time on it. Plan to 
focus on things you usually enjoy and build some time into each dayfor 
these activities. You might find it helpful to take up a new interest. Some 
people find that creative activities that help them to express their feelings 
such as painting, writing poetry or playing music, can help them to feel 
better.  
 
Look after yourself  
Resist the temptation to cope with your low mood by drinking alcohol, 
misusing medication or turning to illegal drugs. These may give some 
immediate relief but quite soon create further health and psychological 
problems for you to cope with. Eat well: a good diet can help to keep you 
in good health so recovery is easier. Try and “treat” yourself to things 
you normally enjoy.  



 

Where can I find further help?  
Your GP is the best person to talk to in the first instance. He or she will 
have information about local mental health services or charities which 
may be able to help. Most Mental health services now have self-referral 
services where you can contact them direct and get assessed to see 
how best you can help. If you are offered medication by your GP it is 
worth considering as although it won't take away the pain or guilt you 
may feel because of the trauma you've experienced, it will help you 
function better on a daily basis allowing you to focus on any 
psychological therapies you've been offered. They will also help you get 
better sleep reducing nightmares etc. There are a number of types of 
therapy, most commonly offered on the NHS is Cognitive Behavioural 
Therapy (CBT) but talk to your practitioner or Psychiatrist if referred to 
one as they may be able to offer alternative therapies such as Rewind 
Therapy, this therapy isn't widely available on the NHS but can be 
accessed privately, and is known to have good affects as its techniques 
work on the amygdala part of your brain to sever the emotional 
connection to the trauma suffered.  
 
Therapies that work in most cases.  
 
The Rewind Technique: -  
The rewind technique should be carried out by an experienced 
practitioner and is only performed once a person is in a state of deep 
relaxation.  
When they are fully rested, they are encouraged to bring their anxiety to 
the surface and then are calmed down again by being guided to recall or 
imagine a place where they feel totally safe and at ease. Their relaxed 
state is the deepened and they are asked to imagine that, in their special 
safe place, they have a TV set or other device with a screen, and a 
remote control.  
They are asked to imagine floating to one side, out of body, and watch 
themselves watching the screen, without actually seeing the picture 
(double disassociation). They watch themselves watching a 'film' of the 
traumatic even that is still affecting them. The film begins at a point 
before the trauma occurred and ends at a point at which the trauma is 
over and they feel safe again.  
 
They are then asked, in their imagination, to float back into their body 
and experience themselves going swiftly backwards through the trauma, 
from safe point to safe point, as if they were a character in a video that is 



being rewound. They then watch the same images but as if on a TV 
screen while pressing the fast-forward button (disassociation).  
All this is repeated back and forth, at whatever speed feels comfortable, 
and as many times as needed, till the scenes evoke no emotion from the 
client.  
If the feared circumstance is one that will be confronted again in the 
future - for instance, driving a car or using a lift - the person is asked, 
while still relaxed, to see themselves doing so confidently.  
Besides being safe, quick, and painless, the technique has the 
advantage of being non-voyeuristic. Intimate details do not have to be 
made public. This type of therapy isn’t always available on the NHS but 
can be accessed privately. If you contact your local Mental Health 
Charity such as MIND they should be able to advise further.  
 
Cognitive behavioural therapist (CBT): The therapist helps to change 

people's attitudes and their behaviour through focusing on our thoughts, 

images, beliefs and attitudes and how these relate to the way we behave 

as a way of dealing with emotional problems. CBT is available on the 

NHS in most areas. 

Visit; www.nhs.uk  for further details . 

Also www.hsa-us.co.uk 

 

http://www.nhs.uk/
http://www.hsa-us.co.uk/

